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Data, data, data. The hottest buzzword right now is "big data." Due to the exponential growth of geoscience information and data, more and more researchers are required to work together. This data boom and increased need for collaboration led to the development of a new online platform, myGeoHub, and then to the iData tool, which aims to provide a myGeoHub interface that allows geoscientists to upload, describe, and share their data.
My intent with this project was to develop a C-based API client library for iData that would allow users to access information from the online database and to download and upload their data using their own applications and tools. I chose to use C because it is one of the most popular programming languages used by scientists to create data analysis and modeling tools.
My work began with choosing suitable third-party libraries that would be suffi cient for the client. The ones I considered were the cURL library, for transferring data with URL syntax, and Jansson, an open source C library for encoding, decoding, and manipulating JSON response data. Both of the libraries were well developed and would provide powerful functions for the client. During the coding there were several challenges that I tried my best to overcome. For example, the requirement for one of those functions was that once a user defi ned necessary input parameters, the client had to get all information recursively-that is, the function kept traveling to all the subfolders until each of them was visited at least once. This would easily lead to memory leakage. Also, for PHP there was a fi le size restriction of 128 MB. I fi nally solved this problem by chunking the big fi le and uploading each smaller fi le separately. I also developed a test tool for the client, based on a virtual machine. 
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Screenshot showing the upload of an iData le using the client library Jingbo developed.
Example of a geospatial data analysis tool, MultiSpec, which will use the C iData library created from this project, extending its capability for sharing data on the Internet.
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